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Notes on copyedited text:

• All format changes were accepted, as were changes to the term healthcare (previously “health care”) in the main text. However three such changes in the references were rejected because the titles of the papers (MacMillan 2006; 2009; Bonomi 2009) had the terms separated.

• On p 4, the term “Ontario Women’s Health Council is used in line 1 of the paragraph describing the research program, therefore the acronym has been added to that line, and left as-is further down.

• Also in that paragraph, the term “knowledge translation and exchange” is used for the first time in the main text (not Abstract), therefore I wonder if it should be spelled out here? I have accepted the deletion, but you might consider putting the full term back in.

• On page 8, as we used digital recorders, I have changed from “audiotaped” to “audio-recorded”.